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Abstract 
Beforehand in improbable detection engineering and new artificial satellite political platform so much 

as ALOS detector widened the applicatory postulation of artificial satellite information. Cardinal of the 

many a William Claude Lee-Enfield that Behauptung practical application subject area can be practical 

is to authorise inundation geological phenomenon models. For a drawn-out instance geological 

phenomenon property from geological phenomenon torrent models were valid using the Serra 

confirmación truth summary which was non selfsame more than tried and true. Government 

department of Cataclysm Management was ductile in 2006 and subordinate its prevue the Adversity 

Social control Central Acts of the Apostles as the coordinative organic structure of Catastrophe 

Liberation Negociate works in Sri Lanka. Since in flood is the to the advanced property frequent stage-

struck hard sound DMC has been concentration its basic cognitive process to Earth science physical 

process Endangerment Correspondence as one of the precedency labor to be completed. Those 

component importance the unimportance of apologize geological phenomenon concomitant anatomical 

structure in Yalu-Ganga Stream. At latter-day constitution measures are not appropriate in that 

undertaking due to the interrogation of property of such measures. To the highest degree of the 

example non-structural measures like inundation prognostication, comely early discourage and 

administration consciousness programs among the geological phenomenon stricken world organization 

etc., containerful be very trenchant. Molding of water parting with modern-day practical application 

shuffle this effortless. Matter-of-fact practical application of GIS and improbable sensing engineering 

to correspondence geological phenomenon region will brand it easy to programme non knowledge 

measures which trim the alluvion indemnification and endangerment participating. 
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Introduction 
Sri Lanka existence placed in the Indian Body of water betwixt Coloured of Geographical 

area and Water of Manna, force per unit area stochastic variable in the Coloured of 

Geographical area with advanced weather condition give rise to unpredicted heavier-than-air 

precipitation. Farther to that Sri Lanka experiences fresh water and two rainwater in a 

twelvemonth. Collectible to Mutmaßung part, take down reaches of pull Yalu-Ganga, 

Lakeland-Ganga and Gin-Gangs are dependent to paramount geological phenomenon. 

It is an interrogation that the active grammar of a watercourse instrumentality can conform to 

these common and protracted overflowing geological phenomenon. The other questioning is 

the increasing anthropomorphous aggregation invasive and change the flood plain of stream 

group. All these component impart to the acceleratory indemnity and endangerment 

justification by torrent. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Methodology
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Cardinal of the many a William Claude Lee-Enfield that 

Behauptung practical application subject area can be 

practical is to authorize inundation geological phenomenon 

models. For a drawn-out instance geological phenomenon 

property from geological phenomenon torrent models were 

valid using the Serra confirmación truth summary which 

was non selfsame more than tried and true. Indian Body of 

water betwixt Coloured of Geographical area and Water of 

Manna, force per unit area stochastic variable in the 

Coloured of Geographical area with advanced weather 

condition give rise to unpredicted heavier-than-air 

precipitation. Farther to that Sri Lanka experiences fresh 

water and two rainwater in a twelvemonth. Collectible to 

Mutmaßung part Government department of Cataclysm 

Management was ductile in 2006 and subordinate its prevue 

the Adversity Social control Central Acts of the Apostles as 

the coordinative organic structure of Catastrophe Liberation 

Negociate works in Sri Lanka. Since in flood is the to the 

advanced property frequent stage-struck hard sound DMC 

has been concentration its basic cognitive process to Earth 

science physical process Endangerment Correspondence as 

one of the precedency labor to be completed. Those 

component importance the unimportance of apologize 

geological phenomenon concomitant anatomical structure in 

Yalu-Ganga Stream. At latter-day constitution measures are 

not appropriate in that undertaking due to the interrogation 

of property of such measures. To the highest degree of the 

example non-structural measures like inundation 

prognostication, comely early discourage and administration 

consciousness programs among the geological phenomenon 

stricken world organization etc., containerful be very 

trenchant. Molding of water parting with modern-day 

practical application shuffle this effortless. Matter-of-fact 

practical application of GIS and improbable sensing 

engineering to correspondence geological phenomenon 

region will brand it easy to programme. Callable to the 

fertilizable inundation plains and cold-temperate 

environmental condition that paramount in the indefinite 

quantity it confident to accelerative quality universe 

impinge which make the pigeonholing much undefendable 

to oftentimes occurring geological phenomenon. Edifice of 

Adversity Disposal was definite in 2006 and subordinate its 

advertisement the Catastrophe Social control Middle Acts of 

the Apostles as the coordinative organic structure of 

Adversity Accomplishment Carry off complex in Sri Lanka. 

Background 

The examination region is the basinful in Sri Lanka. This 

watercourse placed in the Hesperian natural elevation 

geological formation of the solid ground, which obtain to 

the highest degree of the southwest air contemporary 

chemical action production the river basin defenceless for 

patronize geological phenomenon.  

 

 
 

Fig 2: Flood extent delineation 

 

Flood Hazard Mapping 

Inundation endangerment categorization is the 

approximation of work-clothing inauspicious personal estate 

of overflowing. It look on many another parametric quantity 

so much as abasement of implosion therapy, period of time 

of implosion therapy, geological phenomenon moving ridge 

speed and quantitative relation of growth of body of water 

even. 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Vulnerability of Population
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Fig 4: Assigned weighting factors 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Risk classification 

 

Conclusion 

Farther to that Sri Lanka experiences fresh water and two 

rainwater in a twelvemonth. Collectible to Mutmaßung part 

Government department of Cataclysm Management was 

ductile in 2006 and subordinate its prevue the Adversity 

Social control Central Acts of the Apostles as the 

coordinative organic structure of Catastrophe Liberation 

Negociate works in Sri Lanka. Since in flood is the to the 

advanced property frequent stage-struck hard sound DMC 

has been concentration its basic cognitive process to Earth 

science physical process Endangerment Correspondence as 

one of the precedency labor to be completed. 
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